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In Drawing the Sacred , I share my heart’s journey of connecting to the Sacred through drawing
and painting, mostly in Nature.I will show you the ancient method of Owl Eyes that original
peoples around the world employ to enable their children to thrive in Nature, what some call the
wild.This method will still your mind sufficiently so that you can connect with the Sacred and see
the face of God. Maybe it won’t surprise you, but it surprised the heck out of me.Obviously, your
ability to connect to the Sacred, to see the Face of God whenever you choose, will change your
life. I want you to own this ability to connect to the Sacred whenever you wish.I have shown Owl
Eyes and Owl Ears to lots of people, and observed their success; I feel confident that you can
master it as well.Once you have gained a sense of place using Owl Eyes, I will illustrate a way
using your right brain, which I call the Buddha brain, to draw what you see before you. Drawing in
this way lets you see behind the veil of the mundane and see the revealed pure face of the
Sacred. You can call the revealed pure face – the Face of God.When you look with these eye
and draw from your right brain, the ordinary becomes Sacred. Not becomes… Rather you see
that when the ordinary is revealed, it truly is Sacred.This book will help you connect to the
Sacred Ordinary more than it will instruct you in how to draw. It may show you how to be an artist.
What’s the difference? Ponder.Along the way I will provide some great resources for learning to
draw and will highlight them at the end of the book in the Resources section as well.When you
draw or paint what you see in front of you, you deepen your experience of the Sacred. It matters
not if the finished product sells in an art gallery, hangs in a museum or on your Mom’s
refrigerator. Your engagement in the process fills your heart and soul.Drawing the Sacred
contains 39 lovely illustrations. I purposefully included some that you may find quite crude. I did
that to let you know that anyone can do this. And even though simple, each image connects me
to the Sacred, and that’s the whole point.You’ll read later about my ruining 1000 paintings.If all
this sounds good, consider buying the book.May you walk in beauty,William





K.R.Atma, “An Artistic Eye Opener to the Sacred. This uncomplicated gem of a book lives up to
its title by offering the reader a straight forward way to experience Oneness while drawing and
painting. In addition to this "Owl Eyes" technique the author provides a few other processes to
aid your art.The second part of the book is a journey via the author's own artwork with
commentaries. I found that this personal sharing disarming and it left me feeling with a warm
feeling about the book and the author. It reminded me that when we take time to look at life with
informed focus the sacred reveals itself.This isn't a manual of how to draw (the author refers
readers to Betty Edward's classic 
  
Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain Workbook: The Definitive, Updated 2nd Edition

  
  
     for this information) but the gems it contains are well worth the price of the book.”

Akin, “Something for Everyone. I bought this book because I have loved William's other books,
and because I like his folksy, simple style of writing. I bought it because I am a photographer
and thought I would like to experiment with sketching, but along the way found that almost all of
what he has to say applies to my photography. My photography is a spiritual practice and I
recognized in his words much of what I already do, like ruin 1000 pictures. It easily applies to
other creative endeavors like writing and poetry.  Something for everyone!”

Drshe, “I love this book!. It is not easy to communicate the creative process and William conveys
how to do just that in this book. His drawings are lovely and his written word is so accessible and
inspiring. I love his commitment to expressing beauty and the holy in ordinary life. This book is
truly a gift for me to allow myself to express myself in my life.”

John C., “Glorious pictures, enjoyable commentary. I have both the print and the Kindle version
of the book. It is quite enjoyable.The printers did a VERY nice job on the book and reproducing
the wonderful art.I bought the Kindle version when it first came out. Here also the artwork works
well on my ipad.Thanks for the book and making the world a more beautiful place with your art.”



Daniel Lurie, “Five Stars. Excellent approach to drawing as meditation. Easy to read in one
sitting.”

Claire Grace, “Insightful.. It was delightful and so was the art of Mr. Wittmann. I enjoyed seeing
what he felt through his drawings.”

The book by William Wittmann has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 19 people have provided feedback.
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